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Abstract: Providing explanations based on user reviews
in recommender systems (RS) may increase users’ perception of transparency or effectiveness. However, little
is known about how these explanations should be presented to users, or which types of user interface components should be included in explanations, in order to increase both their comprehensibility and acceptance. To
investigate such matters, we conducted two experiments
and evaluated the differences in users’ perception when
providing information about their own profiles, in addition to a summarized view on the opinions of other customers about the recommended hotel. Additionally, we
also aimed to test the effect of different display styles (bar
chart and table) on the perception of review-based explanations for recommended hotels, as well as how useful
users find different explanatory interface components. Our
results suggest that the perception of an RS and its explanations given profile transparency and different presentation styles, may vary depending on individual differences
on user characteristics, such as decision-making styles,
social awareness, or visualization familiarity.
Keywords: Recommender systems, user study, explanations

1 Introduction
Providing explanations of the rationale behind a recommendation can bring several benefits to recommender systems (RS), by increasing users’ perception of transparency
(the system explains how it works), effectiveness (user
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can make good decisions), and trust [38]. Accordingly, research on explainable RS aims to establish methods and
models which allow for generating relevant recommendations to users, while providing them with the reasons
why an item is recommended. In this regard, various explainable recommendation methods have been proposed,
mainly based on collaborative filtering (CF) and content
based (CB) methods. CF explanatory models allow to generate explanations based on relevant users or items, e. g.
nearest-neighbor style explanations as proposed by Herlocker et al. [21], while CB models facilitate the generation of feature-based explanations by providing users
with product features that match their preferences, as proposed, for example, by Vig et al. [44]. On the other hand,
matrix factorization (MF) methods, a particular case of CF,
allow to generate recommendations by obtaining latent
representations of items and users (latent features), which
represent a major challenge when it comes to explaining
to users how the algorithm works, or why the item is recommended, compared to more intuitive neighbor-style CF
or CB methods. In this respect, MF explanatory methods
have been proposed [53, 46], to integrate external sources
of information (e. g. user generated reviews) in order to
make sense – to some extent – of latent features, for example, by aligning them with explicit features drawn from reviews. In this regard, the interest in the use of user reviews
in explanation methods has increased recently, given the
richness of information reported on diverse aspects, which
cannot be deduced from the overall item ratings, and that
could be beneficial to both recommendation and explanation processes. Particularly, review-based explanatory approaches usually involve the detection and aggregation of
both positive and negative opinions regarding different aspects or features of items, the selection of helpful reviews
or excerpts from them that could work as explanations, or
the generation of verbal summaries of items’ evaluation
by users. The above entails a potential for the generation
of a diverse range of explanation types, consisting of arguments with different levels of detail, and portrayed in
different presentation styles. Nevertheless, little is known
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about how best to convey explanatory information, in order to meet different explanatory aims like transparency,
effectiveness, satisfaction or trust. This is largely due to
the predominant lack of evaluation by users in works that
propose new explanation methods, as noted by Nunes and
Jannach [30]. In this regard, evaluating explanations from
the users’ perspective can contribute to better explanation
design, which can significantly impact users’ perception
of a RS. Such perspective could contribute to answering
questions that remain open, for example, to what extent
the format or presentation style influences the perception
of an explanation, or what are the components of an explanation that most contribute to its perceived usefulness.
As outlined by Nunes and Jannach [30], explanations
may involve the following types of user interface components: input parameters, knowledge base (background or
user knowledge), decision inference process (data or rationale of the inference method), and decision output. As for
the knowledge base components, and depending on the
method used to generate the recommendations, the explanations may reflect either the quality and the properties
of the items or the matching between the recommended
items and the users’ preferences. In regard to the latter, a
target user might benefit from knowing which of her/his
performed interactions with the system have an effect on a
current recommendation [3], as well as knowing how well
their preferences match the justifications provided by the
system, which can contribute to the acceptance of its recommendations (provided that there is actually a fit) [19].
Although the effects of providing a view on user profiles
in CB or item-based CF methods has been explored before (e. g. [3, 39, 18]), such effects have not been fully addressed in review-based explanations, where information
on users’ profile is often omitted and used only implicitly,
e. g. to filter and sort lists of relevant features, as in [28]. In
consequence, we aim to address in this article the following question:
RQ1: How does including the information about user
preferences influence the perception of a review-based RS
and its explanations?
Specifically, information on user preferences refers –
in the scope of this article – to a list of the relevant inferred
aspects and their relevance score, which are also calculated based on the users’ own reviews. Additionally, the
above mentioned perception is addressed in this article in
regard to explanation quality, and to the perception of the
overall system in terms of: transparency, effectiveness, efficiency and trust. Likewise, we address the perception of
users in regard to specific aspects of the explanations, i. e.:
confidence, transparency, satisfaction, persuasiveness, ef-

fectiveness, efficiency and easiness to understand of the
explanations.
In regard to the interface component “decision inference process” [30], the RS may provide details on the recommendation process, or on the data used for it. In the former case, for example, CF methods favore the generation
of concise reporting of recommendation process e. g. “We
suggest this option because similar users liked it.”. While
further algorithm details are often omitted, providing only
information about the input and the output of the process
might also be beneficial to users, in the case of black-box
models [21]. In consequence, various explanatory methods provide information on the data used during the process, like ratings for similar items or ratings by similar
users in CF models, or specifications of items in CB methods. However, when additional sources of information are
taken into account, as in the case of review-based methods, users are often not informed of the type of the data utilized during the process, for example, whether the user’s
preferences have been calculated exclusively based on ratings, with information extracted from reviews, or based on
other previous interaction with the system. Consequently,
we aimed to test to what extent providing such information
explicitly is considered useful by the users, more formally:
RQ2: How useful is it for users, during their evaluation
of different purchase or booking options, to be informed
about the origin of the data used by a review-based recommendation process?
In particular, within the scope of this article, we address how useful it is for users to read that the recommendation is based on the opinions of other customers, as well
as their own comments.
The taxonomy of explanations proposed by Nunes
and Jannach [30] also involves a category for presentation
format, which includes: natural language (e. g. canned
text, template-based, structured language), visualization,
or other media formats, such as audio. While some of the
existing review-based explanatory methods apply at least
one of such formats, a user-centered evaluation in which
the different formats are comprehensively compared is
still necessary. For example, it is not yet clear whether
users have a better perception of explanations consisting
of aggregate information represented in tabular data, compared to those containing a graphical representation of
such information. In this regard, according to Blair [4], visual arguments – defined as a combination of visual and
verbal communication – may, in addition to representing
propositional content, have a greater “rhetorical power
potential” than verbal arguments, due (among others) to
their greater immediacy. However, users with lower visual
abilities might benefit less from a presentation based on
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images or graphics [34, 23]. Additionally, while a representation using tables has been recommended to display
small data sets [16, 43], if providing accurate numerical
values of proportions is not the main objective, tables seem
to be less useful than graphics as a means of displaying information [36]. Nevertheless, although the findings in such
direction in the field of information visualization, little is
known about such effects in relation to explanations. Consequently, we aim to address in this article the following
question:
RQ3: How does the display style of explanation (using
a table or a bar chart) influence the perception of the variables of interest?
Here, the perception of the variables of interest refers
to the perception of the overall system and of the specific
aspects of explanations, in the same way as described for
RQ1.
As it has been shown that individual user characteristics can lead to different perceptions of a RS [25, 50], we
assumed that this would also be the case for explanations,
as discussed by [2, 26, 22]. Consequently, and similar to
Hernandez-Bocanegra et al. [22], we also aimed to test the
effect that user characteristics may have on the perception
of the explanations, in particular regarding decision making style (rational and intuitive) [20] and the ability of the
user to take into account the views of others (social awareness) [17]. Additionally, we also aimed to test the influence
that visual familiarization may have on explanations perception, as addressed by Kouki et al. [26]. Consequently:
RQ4: Do individual differences in visual familiarity,
social awareness or decision making styles influence the
perception of our proposed explanations design?
Here, as with previous RQs, the perception of our explanations designed is addressed in terms of system perception as well as of perception of specific aspects of explanations.
In order to address these questions, we conducted a
user study to test the perception of explanations based
on user opinions in the hotel domain, given different display styles and whether or not user profile information is
shown. The perception was assessed regarding two levels:
1) overall system and explanation quality, and 2) perception of specific aspects of explanations.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
– We evaluated the effect of different presentation
styles, namely tabulated data or bar charts. Comparisons were conducted both between groups and
within participants.

–

–
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We also evaluated the effect of providing user profile information as part of explanations, with a display that contains no information regarding user preferences.
Furthermore, we analyzed the usefulness perceived by
users of the different user interface components included in explanations.

The remainder of this paper continues as follows: We discuss related work in Section 2, and the specifics of our
explanation design in Section 3. In Section 4, we present
methods and results of experiment 1, while details and results of experiment 2 are provided in Section 5. Discussion
of both studies and limitations are included in Section 6.
Finally, we address future work in Section 7.

2 Related Work
Traditionally, many approaches to explaining the products
or services suggested by an RS have been based on ratings
provided by users (CF methods) or properties of the recommended items (CB methods). In the former, explanations are often provided in a nearest-neighbor style (e. g.
“Your neighbors’ ratings for this movie” [21]), while the latter approach enables the generation of feature-based explanations, that inform users about item properties that
may match user preferences, as in [44]. On the other hand,
there has recently been increased interest in exploiting
alternative sources of information to improve the performance and explainability of RS, particularly the use of
user reviews, given the wealth of detailed reports on the
positive and negative aspects of an item, information that
is often difficult to understand from the general ratings
given by users.
Review-based methods enable the generation of the
following types of explanations:
1) A verbal summarization of review findings, i. e.
statements generated in natural language representing a
summarized version of the original content extracted from
reviews, e. g. [6, 12], who proposed methods based on natural language generation (NLG) techniques.
2) A selection of helpful reviews, or excerpts from
them, that might be relevant to users, as proposed by [9],
who used a deep learning model and word embeddings to
jointly learn user preferences and item properties, and an
attention mechanism to detect features that are of most interest to the target user.
3) A summarized view of pros and cons on specific
item aspects reported by other users. Here, topic modelling
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and aspect-based sentiment analysis are usually used to
detect the sentiment polarity towards item aspects or features addressed in reviews, as in [49, 53, 14]. Subsequently,
such information can be integrated into RS algorithms
such as matrix or tensor factorization, as in [53, 1, 46] in
order to generate both recommendation and aspect-based
explanations.
In particular, our explanation design proposal and
subsequent user study is within the third approach, and
is particularly related to the MF model proposed by Zhang
et al. [53], since it facilitates the consolidation of statistical information on users’ opinions (which can be provided using different presentation styles), as well as their
alignment with the user’s profile, which is fundamental
to our research questions. This model allows the generation of both recommendations and explanations, based
on the alignment of 1) latent representations of items and
user preferences, and 2) explicit features obtained from reviews. Here, in addition to the rating matrix used in traditional MF, two additional matrices are calculated: a user
preference matrix (which indicates how many times a user
addressed a feature in their reviews), and an item quality
matrix (which indicates how many positive and negative
comments were reported in relation to an item). This input information is then used as the basis for our proposed
explanation and subsequent user study.

2.1 User Profile Transparency
In regard to providing information on user profile as part
of RS explanations, Bilgic and Mooney [3] proposed and
tested an influence-based style for explanations in the
movies domain, in which the system presents items that
had the greatest impact on the recommendation, as well
as the ratings that the user has given to those items.
They found that such explanations enabled participants to
more accurately predict user’s satisfaction with the item,
compared to a histogram of the user’s neighbors’ ratings,
an explanation style that was found by Herlocker et al. [21]
as the best performing among a group of explanations for
CF methods, in terms of how compelling they were to study
participants.
On the other hand, and using a CB method, Tintarev
and Masthoff [39] compared non-personalized verbal explanations with personalized ones, in which, in addition
to providing information about the properties of the articles, a sentence was included indicating how these properties related to the user’s preferences. According to their
findings, personalized explanations were not regarded as
more effective than their counter non-personalized part.

Here, and similar to [3] the effectiveness was measured
based on the difference between the rating that the user
would give to an item after reading the explanation, and
the one given once the item has been tried. According to
authors, the detrimental effect of personalized explanations on effectiveness might be due to users’ expectations
of preference fit that were not fulfilled once the item was
tried.
Additionally, Gedikli et al. [18] compared the perception of users regarding different types of explanations provided by CF and CB recommenders in the movies domain. Their proposed personalized explanations based on
clouds showed tags in different colors, depending on the
sentiment previously expressed by the target user, regarding different colors (positive: blue, negative: red, neutral:
gray). In line with Tintarev and Masthoff [39], they found
that a non-personalized tag cloud (all tags in the same
color) was slightly more effective than the personalized tag
cloud. However, the personalized tag cloud was perceived
better by users in terms of transparency.
Disclosure of information used during the recommendation process (e. g. user profile) as part of explanations
may facilitate users in identifying and correcting erroneous inferences made by a RS [38]. In this direction, proposed work on scrutable RS seeks to enable and to leverage user control on users’ own profile, which in turn may
facilitate the generation of new and more accurate recommendations that fit better the real preferences of users.
For example, Wasinger et al. [47] implemented a system
to recommend restaurant meals based on a scrutable user
model, where users could check and adjust their preferences regarding food ingredients to improve recommendations. A user study was conducted to test the application,
and noted that users found it easy to understand why certain foods were recommended, by using the customization
feature to adjust their preferences.
In regard to review-based methods, Chen and Wang
[10] proposed a text-based explanation design that combines both summarization of item opinions as well as
item specifications, and that provides a tradeoff view of
properties, that allows the direct comparison of different
recommended items. They found that a mixed explanatory view containing opinions and specifications was perceived more positively by users, than explanations consisting of only one of such components at the time. However,
in contrast to our approach, the selected specifications correspond to explicit elicited preferences, and not to preferences detected from previous reviews written by the user.
On the other hand, Muhammad et al. [28] tested the
users’ perception of a series of review-based RS explanations in the hotels review. Here, item quality and user pref-
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erences are both extracted from reviews and used to generate both recommendations and explanations. However,
user preferences are only used implicitly to select, show
and sort a subset of the features in explanations, without
any mention of such details to users.
In summary, while the effect of presenting explicit information on user profiles as part of explanations of CF
and CB methods has already been addressed to some extent, the questions of how such information influences the
perception of review-based SR and how such information
should be presented remain open.

2.2 Decision-Making Process Transparency
In regard to informing users about the decision inference
process, the RS may provide details on the recommendation process, or on the data used for it. Accordingly, Herlocker et al. [21] proposed an explanatory model based on
the user’s conceptual model of the recommendation process. In a white box conceptual model, users are provided
with details of the different steps of the conceptual model
of the system operation, e. g. user enters ratings, then system locates similar users, then neighbors’ ratings are combined to provide recommendations. In a black box model,
however, it may not be practical or even possible to convey details regarding the conceptual model of the system
to users, which is actually the case of MF models and their
latent features. Herlocker et al. [21] argues that any white
box could be regarded as a black box if only information
about the input and the output is provided, which could
also be beneficial for users.
In regard to the source and type of input used in the
process, the presentation of such elements in many of the
CF and CB neighbor-style approaches is simpler and selfexplanatory, compared to more complex approaches that
integrate alternative sources (e. g. reviews) to latent features models as MF, where not only the steps of the process
are hard to convey to users, but also the nature of the data
used as input. Consequently, most current review-based
explanatory approaches omit any mention of the origin of
the data, particularly when explaining the inferred user
profile, which may make it more difficult to understand
compared to item-based explanatory information. Therefore, in addition to assessing how the different ways of presenting the input data might influence the users’ perception, in this article we intend to examine also the potential
usefulness of explanatory statements on the data origin,
as part of review-based explanations, e. g. “based on how
often you mentioned features in your own comments before”.
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2.3 Presentation Format
According to the taxonomy of explanations proposed by
Nunes and Jannach [30], explanations could be classified
by their presentation format as: natural language (e. g.
canned text, template-based, structured language), visualization, or other media formats, such as audio. Regarding review-based explanations, Zhang et al. [53] proposed
brief template-based statements to provide information on
relevant features (e. g. “You might be interested in [feature], on which this product performs well”, although the
underlying method allows to generate more detailed explanations, that could also be provided visually using
graphs, as elaborated in further sections of the present
work. Furthermore, a distinction can also be made between verbal explanations that also provide numerical
or statistical information and those that comprise strictly
verbal statements. In this respect, Hernandez-Bocanegra
et al. [22] compared different types of verbal explanations
in the hotel domain, and found that users perceived a
higher explanation quality when an aggregated view of
positive and negative opinions using percentages was provided, compared with a verbal summary of the opinions
that did not provide any percentage, inspired by the abstractive summarization proposed by Costa et al. [12]; furthermore, a greater perceived transparency was reported
for explanations with the aggregated view using percentages of opinions, compared to explanations that only provided a useful review, as proposed by Chen et al. [9].
In regard to presentation styles based on visualization techniques applied to review-based RS, Muhammad
et al. [28] proposed a summary of the positive and negative opinions on different aspects using bar charts, while
Wu and Ester [49] proposed to depict such type of information as word clouds or radar charts. Although bar charts reflecting positive and negative views might be perceived as
more informative and attractive than brief template-based
textual explanations, easier to interpret than challenging
radar charts, or quicker to process than tabulated data, it
remains unclear to what extent the presentation format influences the perception of RS and its explanations. In this
regard, Kouki et al. [26] proposed a series of explanations
based on a hybrid RS in the music domain, and tested,
among others, the influence that the presentation format
could have on users’ perception. In this case, the authors
found that textual explanations were perceived as more
persuasive than the explanations provided using a visual
format; however, users with greater visual familiarity perceived one of the visual format explanations more positively (a Venn diagram). Consequently, we aimed to inves-
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tigate whether such an effect is also observed in the case
of review-based explanations.
Particularly, in the present work, we set our focus on
two formats: bar chart and table. Bar charts are recommended to facilitate a direct and quick comparison of values between different categories or items, contrary to alternatives like pie charts, or bubbles, where additional cognitive efforts would be needed to accurately calculate the differences in values across categories, in our case, the different aspects of the items. Likewise, word clouds imply a presentation challenge, since we are willing not only to represent the amount of comments (which could be reflected
by font size), but also polarity, which would require using separate clouds for the positive and negative aspects,
or showing a single predominant sentiment per aspect in
a single cloud, thus obscuring the information about the
less predominant polarity. On the other hand, while the
use of tables has been recommended to display small data
sets (less than 20 data points) [16, 43], when providing exact numbers or proportions is not the main objective, tables seem to be less useful than graphics [36]. As indicated
previously in the case of verbal explanations, users benefited from a view that provides percentages of positive and
negative opinions, suggesting that percentages may serve
as anchors to convey more compelling information in explanations, compared to purely verbal statements. In this
sense, when motivation or ability is lacking, the effortless
use of cues such as numerical anchors can lead to changes
in attitude [32, 48], which in turn influence judgments and
decision making (anchoring effect). Thus, even when the
values of the proportions of the opinions included in the
two types of explanations (table or chart) are the same, a
different representation of them might lead to differences
in explanation perception, which we set out to test in the
user study.

2.4 User Characteristics
Beyond the explanations’ content itself, a number of user
characteristics also contribute to differences in the overall perception of RS. Models proposed by Knijnenburg
et al. [25] and Xiao and Benbasat [50] argue that perception of the interaction with the system usually depends
on personal characteristics, like demographics and domain knowledge. Furthermore, Berkovsky et al. [2] evaluated how differences in the perception of trust might
reflect differences in users’ personality traits, given different types of explanations provided in the movies domain. To this end, they used participants’ scores of the
Big-Five personality traits (openness, conscientiousness,

extraversion, agreeableness and neuroticism) [13, 40], and
compared persuasive explanations (e. g. “highest grossing
movie of all times”), personalized CF-based explanations
(e. g. “because you liked X”) and IMDb voting-based explanations (e. g. “Average rating n, Number of votes m”).
Among their findings, authors reported that people with
higher disposition to agree perceived more positively the
voted-based explanations, compared to personalized explanations, seemingly to a higher disposition to accept
others’ opinions rather than impose their own preferences.
Furthermore, they found that people with higher levels
of neuroticism perceived better the voted-based explanations compared to the persuasive ones, possibly due to a
perception of higher reliability of explicit voting numbers,
which could presumably reduce the risk of frustration of a
person with high levels of neuroticism.
Similarly, Kouki et al. [26] explored the influence of
personality traits on users’ explanation preferences regarding perceived accuracy and perceived novelty of recommendations, in the music domain. They compared different types of textual explanations, and found that participants with higher levels of neuroticism preferred itembased explanations (e. g. “people who listen to your profile
item X also listen to Y”) whereas popularity-based explanations (e. g. “X is a very popular in the last.fm database
with n million listeners and m million playcounts”) were
preferred by users with lower levels of neuroticism, the latter in contrast to the opposite finding reported by [2], regarding trust perception.
Despite the usefulness of using the Big Five personality traits to better understand individual differences in
RS perception and its explanations, we decided to address
other types of user characteristics, which are more related
to how users process information when making decisions,
noting that supporting this process is precisely the goal
of recommendation systems. Particularly, individual differences in decision-making styles are determined to a
greater extent by preferences and abilities to process available information [15]. Two main aspects provide a basis to
describe the differences in decision styles: information use
(amount of information used during the process) and focus (alternatives addressed) [15]. “Good enough” information might be sufficient for some people, whereas others
prefer to obtain and address all relevant information, in
order to minimize risks or negative consequences of decisions. To the former, even when more information may
be available, it is not necessary or worth taking the time
to review it. Hamilton et al. [20] defines rational and intuitive decision styles similarly to the cognitive styles of
Pacini and Epstein [31], with the latter having a more general scope to describe manners of solving problems. Thus,
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decision making styles are defined by Hamilton et al. [20]
as a “habit-based propensity” to exhaustively search for
information and to systematically evaluate possible alternatives (rational style), or to use of a quick process based
on hunches and feelings (intuitive style).
Additionally, we were interested in another factor that
may influence the way users perceive explanations: the extent to which they are able to adopt the perspective of others when making decisions. The rationale for this interest stems from the tendency of individuals to adjust their
own opinions using those of others, while choosing between various alternatives [35], which may even be beneficial [51]. Particularly, individuals with greater perspectivetaking skills tend to understand the views of others better
[8, 5], skills that are also characterized as “social awareness” [17].
Previous work by Hernandez-Bocanegra et al. [22]
evaluated the influence of decision-making styles and social awareness on the perception of review-based argumentative explanations, and suggested that social awareness might have an effect on both transparency and trust
in review-based RS. Their results indicated that users with
a greater willingness to listen and take into account the
opinions of others valued their proposed explanations better than users who tend to listen less to others. On the other
hand, contrary to the authors’ expectations, the more detailed explanations summarized by the system were not
preferred by the more rational users, apparently because
the additional information generated by the system is not
perceived as more satisfactory than the possibility of reading directly the comments written by the users.
Finally, since we aimed to compare differences in perception of explanations consisting of different visual representations, we also considered a factor that is related to
visual abilities, in particular the extent to which a user
is familiar with graphical or tabular representations of
information. Visualization familiarity may also influence
the perception of explanations provided using images or
graphs, as found by Kouki et al. [26] in the music domain.
Here, authors found that textual explanations were perceived as more persuasive than the explanations provided
using a visual format; however, users with greater visual
familiarity perceived one of the visual format explanations
more positively (in particular a Venn diagram).

3 Explanation Design
In the context of RS, review-based argumentative explanations could be understood as a set of propositions, sum-
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marizing positive points reported by other users on specific aspects, that support the claim that an article can be
recommended to a user. In this respect, information extracted from user reviews could be consolidated and provided as propositions, which would constitute the backing
component according to the argumentative scheme proposed by Toulmin [42], while the conclusion (the item is
recommended) constitute itself a claim. While this could
be considered a ‘shallow’ structure, compared to the complete Toulmin argument scheme (which involves additional components, like rebuttal or refutation), it resembles explanation schemes based on deductive arguments,
such as those widely used in the scientific field (i. e. a set
of explanatory propositions is logically followed by an explanatory target, as discussed by Thagard and Litt [37]), or
even more particularly, explanation schemes in RS such as
the one used by Zanker and Schoberegger [52], who provides brief sentences – two facts and a claim – as explanations for content-based recommendations of hiking routes,
energy and mobile phone plans.
In consequence, our explanation design (see Figure 1)
seeks to represent an argumentative structure, while reflecting in turn the arguments provided by other users in
their reviews, in a consolidated manner. Therefore, our
proposed scheme consists of a claim (“We recommend this
hotel”) and the propositions that support such claim, connected with the conjunction “because”. We propose to provide the following pieces of information in proposition
statements:
1. Item quality: A summary of comments reported by
previous hotel guests for different aspects, as well as what
percentage were positive and negative.
2. User preferences: what are the most important item
aspects to the target user. In this regard, we aimed to make
the user’s own profile transparent, by showing the user’s
inferred importance of each aspect, together with the opinions of other users about the aspect (as shown in the examples included in Figures 1a and 1c), in order to facilitate a
direct comparison of the points of view of others and their
alignment with their own preferences.
3. Statements that inform how the user preferences
and item quality are extracted (e.g,“based on how often
you mentioned these features in your own comments before”). We believe that providing this information, in addition to the information listed above, could increase the
perception of trust by users, while decreasing the perception that they are interacting with a black box.
While arguments are usually associated with oral or
written speech, arguments can also be communicated using visual representations (e. g. graphics or images). In this
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Figure 1: Explanations displayed in empirical study for every experimental condition, for one of the recommended hotels. a) Style ‘visual’,
user preferences ‘yes’. b) Style ‘visual’, user preferences ‘no’. c) Style ‘text’, user preferences ‘yes’. d) Style ‘text’, user preferences ‘no’.

regard, according to Blair [4], visual arguments (a combination of visual and verbal communication) may, in addition to representing propositional content, have a greater
“rhetorical power potential” than verbal arguments, due
(among others) to their greater immediacy.
In consequence, we aimed to test the effect of the two
factors: display style and display of the user preferences.
An example of each condition is provided in Figure 1.
‘Bar chart’ style: Provides a view of the number of
comments per aspect and percentages of positive and negative opinions using bar charts.
‘Table’ style: Provides the same information used
in the visual condition, but instead of using bar charts,
presents the information within a table.
Additionally, every display style involves two variations:
User preferences ‘yes’. The information about the
user preferences is provided.
User preferences ‘no’. No information about the user
preferences is displayed.

4 Experiment 1: System and
Explanation Quality Perception,
between Subjects
We implemented a prototype of a hotel recommender system that provides both recommendations and explanations, based on the design discussed in Section 3, and conducted an experiment where we compared users’ perception of the overall system in terms of transparency, effectiveness, efficiency and trust. In this regard, we aimed to
test our hypothesis that users would report a more positive perception of the RS when information about their
user preferences is provided (H1). Additionally, we hypothesized that users with greater visual abilities would find
explanations better when these are provided using visual
aids, such as a bar chart, in comparison to tabulated information (H2). In particular, the aim of experiment 1 was
to compare the overall perception of the prototype and its
explanation quality, in a between groups manner (participants were assigned to conditions that reflect the different
types of explanations designed), while in a subsequent experiment (see Section 5) we addressed the perception of
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specific aspects of explanations within subjects, as well as
the usefulness of individual explanation components.

4.1 Methods
Participants
We recruited 150 participants (66 female, mean age 39.08
and range between 23 and 73) through Amazon Mechanical Turk. We restricted the execution of the task to workers
located in the U.S, with a HIT (Human Intelligence Task)
approval rate greater than 95 %, and number of HIT’s approved greater than 500. We applied a quality check in order to select participants with quality survey responses,
i. e. at least 5 of the 6 high priority validation questions
were answered correctly, more than 30s were spent on the
recommendation step and more than 50s on the evaluation questionnaire. The responses of 46 subjects were discarded due to this quality check (from an initial number
of 195 workers), so only the responses of 150 subjects were
used for the analysis (statistical power of 85 %, α = 0.05).
Participants were rewarded with $1 plus a bonus up to $0.4
depending on the quality of their response to the question
“Why did you choose this hotel?” set at the end of the survey. Time devoted to the task by participants (in minutes):
M = 8.04, SD = 1.62.
Study Design
The study follows a 2x2 between-subjects design, and each
participant was assigned randomly to one of four conditions that represent the combination of the two factors:
display style and user preferences provided or not. We
presented participants with a fixed list of 5 hotels that
represented the recommendations for a hypothetical hotel search, and a detailed view including an explanation
of why every item was recommended. Then, participants
were asked to choose the hotel they considered the best,
to report their reasons to it, and to rate their perception
of both recommender and its explanations. The explanations and recommendations were generated using the EFM
algorithm [53] and the dataset of hotels’ reviews, ArguAna
[45], although they were presented to the participants only
through a prototype, i. e. no real system was implemented
to allow the interactions.
Given that we had no access to previously written participants’ reviews (which is not only important for the optimal functioning of the algorithm, but also constitutes a
base to test the condition “user preferences”), we calculated the top 5 of the most important aspects to all users
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within the dataset, namely: room, price, facilities, location and staff. Then, a random user was chosen from the
dataset with those same preferences, and 5 of her topranked options according to the EFM algorithm were selected to be presented to participants, alongside their explanations. Additionally, we presented the users with a
cover story, in which we told the users to pretend that their
most important aspect was the “room” and the “price”.
Questionnaires
Evaluation: We utilized items from [33] to evaluate the perception of system transparency (construct transparency,
user understands why items were recommended), from
[25] to evaluate the perception of system effectiveness
(construct perceived system effectiveness, system is useful and helps the user to make better choices) and efficiency (user can save time with the recommender), and
items from [27] to assess the perception of trust in the system (constructs trusting beliefs, user considers the system
to be honest and trusts its recommendations, and trusting intentions, user willing to share information). In addition, we also adapted 3 items from [25] to address explanation quality (construct perceived recommendation quality, user likes explanations, considers them relevant). All
items were measured with a 1–5 Likert-scale (1: Strongly
disagree, 5: Strongly agree).
User characteristics: We used all the items of the Rational and Intuitive Decision Styles Scale [20] as well as
the scale of the social awareness competency [17]. Additionally, We used the visualization familiarity items as proposed by [26]. All items were measured with a 1–5 Likertscale (1: Strongly disagree, 5: Strongly agree).
Procedure
First, participants were asked to answer demographic
questions and the questionnaire on user characteristics.
We indicated in the instructions step that a 5 hotels list reflecting the results of a hypothetical hotels’ search would
be presented. We asked them to click the “View Details”
button for each hotel, and to read carefully the explanations provided in each case (examples of explanations for
the different experimental conditions are provided in Figure 1). Additionally, we provided a cover story, as an attempt to establish a common starting point in terms of reasons to travel (a business trip), and the supposedly most
interesting aspects for the user (room and facilities).
The list of hotels, their names, photos, prices and locations, as well as their ratings and the numbers of reviews and positive and negative opinions, remained constant to all users. Variations focused only on display style
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and the presentation of user preferences, depending on
the condition to which each participant was assigned. After the interaction with the prototype, subjects were asked
to choose the hotel that best suited their purpose, as well
as an open question about their reasons for choosing that
hotel. Then, subjects answered the evaluation questionnaire. In addition, we included an open-ended question,
so that participants could indicate in their own words their
general opinion about the explanations provided. We included 11 validation questions to check attentiveness and
the effective completion of the task.
Data Analysis
We evaluated the effect that display style and the display
of user preferences (independent variables IVs) may have
on the perception of the prototype and its explanations,
and to what extent user characteristics (regarded as moderators or covariates) could influence such perception (rational and intuitive decision-making style, social awareness and visualization familiarity). Here, the dependent
variables (DVs) are evaluation scores on: system transparency, effectiveness, efficiency, trust and explanation
quality. Here, evaluation scores were calculated as the average of the individual values reported for the questionnaire items related to each DV. Regarding the covariates,
we calculated the scores of the rational and the intuitive
decision making styles, social awareness and visualization familiarity for each individual as the average of the
reported values for the items of every scale.
Given that our DVs are continuous (scores are the averages of reported answers of questionnaire items of each
construct) and correlated (correlation coefficients in Table 1), and that we address also the effect of covariates, a
MANCOVA analysis was performed, to assess the simultaneous effect of presentation styles and interactivity on the
overall system perception, as well as the influence of user
characteristics on it. Subsequent ANCOVA analyses were
performed to test main effects of IVs and covariates, as

well as the effect of interactions between them. Q-Q plots
of residuals were checked to validate the adequacy of the
analysis.

4.2 Results
Evaluation and User Characteristics Scores
We found that explanations including information of user
preferences are perceived slightly better than explanations
without this information in terms of explanation quality and system transparency, effectiveness, efficiency and
trust. On the other hand, explanations including a bar
chart were perceived slightly better than explanations with
a table, in regard to explanation quality and trust, while
the opposite was observed in relation to transparency, effectiveness and efficiency. However, as discussed in detail below, such differences are not statistically significant.
The average evaluation scores by presentation style and
display of user preferences are shown in Table 1.
In regard to user characteristics, distributions of the
scores of rational (M = 4.24, SD = 0.56) and the intuitive
(M = 2.65, SD = 1.01) decision making styles, social awareness (M = 3.92, SD = 0.59) and visual familiarity (M = 3.03,
SD = 1.02) are depicted in Figure 2a. Here, we observed a
skewed right distribution of rational decision making-style
and social awareness scores, not being that the case for
the intuitive decision-making style and visual familiarity,
i. e., most users consider themselves to be predominantly
rational decision makers who are able to listen to others
and take into account the opinions of others; however, a
more balanced distribution is observed in the remaining
user characteristics: only a minority recognize themselves
as very (or not at all) familiar with visual representations
of information, and as very (or not at all) intuitive decision
makers. In addition, results suggest an influence of some
of the user characteristics on the perception of the system
by users, which we describe in detail below.

Table 1: Experiment 1, mean values and standard deviations of perception on explanation aims, per display style and display of user preferences (n = 150); values reported with a 5-Likert scale; high mean values correspond to a positive perception of recommender and its explanations. Pearson correlation matrix, p<0.001 for all correlation coefficients.

Variable

Style

1. Expl. Quality
2. Transparency
3. Effectiveness
4. Efficiency
5. Trust

Table
M
3.83
3.96
3.88
3.96
3.75

SD
0.65
0.73
0.61
0.73
0.60

Bar chart
M
SD
3.86
3.87
3.75
3.89
3.89

0.67
0.85
0.75
0.92
0.63

User Pref.

Yes
M

SD

No
M

SD

3.88
3.99
3.84
4.00
3.84

0.67
0.74
0.76
0.78
0.65

3.81
3.84
3.79
3.86
3.81

0.65
0.84
0.61
0.87
0.59

Corr.

Variable
1
0.37
0.60
0.36
0.66

2

3

4

—
0.47
0.39
0.40

—
0.52
0.67

—
0.58
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Figure 2: Plots Experiment 1. a) Kernel density estimate of user characteristics scores: rational and intuitive decision making styles, social
awareness and visual familiarity. b) Interaction plot for explanation quality (fitted means of individual scores) between display of user preferences and social awareness. c) Effect of social awareness on all explanation aims (fitted means of individual scores). All scores within the
range [1,5].

System and Explanation Quality Perception
Presentation style and display of user preferences: We
found no main significant effect of the combination of
these factors.
Display of user preferences: No significant multivariate
effect was found for display of user preferences.
Presentation style: No significant multivariate effect
was found for presentation style.
Rational decision-making style: We found a significant
main effect of rational style F(5, 138) = 4.50, p < .001. Univariate tests revealed a significant effect of this variable on:
effectiveness F(1, 142) = 9.12, p = .003), efficiency (F(1, 142)
= 10.98, p = .001) and trust (F(1, 142) = 18.82, p < .001). Here,
a positive trend was observed between rational decisionmaking score and the above mentioned DVs, i. e. the higher
the rational decision making score, the higher the perception scores of these DVs.
Intuitive decision-making style: We found a significant
main effect of intuitive style F(5, 138) = 3.25, p = .008. Univariate tests revealed a significant effect of this variable
on: explanation quality (F(1, 142) = 16.37, p < .001). Here,
a positive trend was observed between this variable and
the score of intuitive decision-making style.
Social awareness: We found a significant main effect of
social awareness F(5, 138) = 6.72, p <.001. Univariate tests
revealed a significant effect of this variable on: explanation quality (F(1, 142) = 5.62, p = .019), transparency (F(1,
142) = 7.93, p = .006), effectiveness (F(1, 142) = 8.79, p = .004)
and trust (F(1, 142) = 26.56, p < .001). Here, we observed
a positive trend in the relationship between social awareness and these DVs (see Figure 2d).
Additionally, a significant interaction effect between
social awareness and the display of user preferences on explanation quality was found F(1, 146) = 4.79, p = .030, with

the “yes” condition having a steeper slope than the “no”
condition (showing a positive relationship between social
awareness and displaying user preferences), the latter remaining constant regardless of the social awareness score
(Figure 2b).

5 Experiment 2: Perception on
Specific Aspects of Explanations,
within Subjects
We used screenshots of the prototype implemented for experiment 1 (see Section 4), reflecting the design discussed
in Section 3, and conducted a second experiment aiming
to compare users’ perception of specific aspects of explanations, when presented to all the four possible explanations (see Figure 1). In experiment 2, differences were addressed within subjects, while in experiment 1 we evaluated the perception of the overall system in a between subjects manner. Likewise to experiment 1, we also aimed to
test our hypothesis that users would report a more positive perception when information about user preferences
is provided (H1), and also that users with greater visual
abilities would find explanations better when these are
provided using visual aids, such as a bar chart, in comparison to tabulated information (H2).
Additionally, the experiment 2 also involved the assessment of the usefulness of individual components of
explanations, by participants. In this regard, for example,
we hypothesised that most users would find useful the information regarding the origin of the explanatory information provided (H3).
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5.1 Methods
Participants
We recruited 35 participants (14 female, mean age 42.77
and range between 24 and 65) through Amazon Mechanical Turk. We restricted the execution of the task to workers
located in the U.S, with a HIT (Human Intelligence Task)
approval rate greater than 95 %, and a number of HIT’s
approved greater than 500. We applied a quality check in
order to select participants with quality survey responses,
i. e. at least 5 of the 7 validation questions were answered
correctly. The responses of 7 subjects were discarded due
to this quality check (from an initial number of 42 workers), so only the responses of 35 subjects were used for the
analysis, a value consistent to our within subjects design
(statistical power of 95 %, α = 0.05). Participants were rewarded with $1. Time devoted to the task by participants
(in minutes): M = 6.70, SD = 1.07.
Study Design
The study follows a within-subjects design, and each participant was presented sequentially with an example of
each of the 4 types explanations, that represent the combination of the two factors: display style and user preferences
provided or not. The order of presentation of the 4 types of
explanation was counterbalanced.
Questionnaires
We used the user experience items (UXP) proposed by
[26] to address the explanations reception, comprising: explanation confidence (explanation makes user confident
that she/he would like the recommended item), explanation transparency (explanation makes the recommendation process clear), explanation satisfaction (user would
enjoy a system if recommendations are presented this
way), and explanation persuasiveness (explanations are
convincing). Finally, we included additional elements to
assess explanation effectiveness (user can make better decisions if explanation presented this way), explanation efficiency (user can save time if system provides this type
of explanation), and explanation easiness (explanation is
easy to understand). All items were measured with a 1–5
Likert-scale (1: Strongly disagree, 5: Strongly agree). Users
were asked to respond to the same user characteristics
questionnaire we used in experiment 1.
Additionally, participants were requested to provide
their opinions on how helpful they considered the different components of the explanations: the bar plots, the tables, the information about others’ opinions, the information about their supposed own comments, and the infor-

mation on where the bar plots and tables come from. All
items were measured with a 1–5 Likert-scale (information
is helpful, 1: Strongly disagree, 5: Strongly agree).
Procedure
First, participants were asked to answer demographic
questions and the questionnaire on user characteristics.
We indicated in the instructions that they will be presented
with information about the pros and cons of different hotel
features that might be relevant to you, using 4 different display options, and that they would then indicate their opinion about each option. Additionally, we provided a cover
story, as an attempt to establish a common starting point
in terms of reasons to travel (a business trip), and the supposedly most interesting aspects for the user (room and facilities). After the assessment of all types of explanations,
participants were asked to reply questions about the usefulness of specific components of explanations. At the end,
they were asked to report their comments and suggestions
about the explanations with an open-ended question.
Data Analysis
We evaluated the effect that display style and the display of
user preferences (independent variables IVs) may have on
the perception of specific aspects regarding the proposed
explanations, and to what extent user characteristics (regarded as moderators or covariates) could influence such
perception (rational and intuitive decision-making style,
social awareness and visualization familiarity). Here, the
dependent variables (DVs) are evaluation scores on the
following aspects: explanation confidence, explanation
transparency, explanation satisfaction, explanation persuasiveness, explanation effectiveness, explanation efficiency and explanation easiness to understand. Regarding
the covariates, we calculated the scores of user characteristicas the same way as in study 1 (average of the reported
values for the items of every user characteristics scale).
Given that our DVs are ordinal (scores are the reported
answers to single questionnaire items) we performed a
Friedman test, the non-parametric alternative to the repeated measures ANOVA. Given that our variables are correlated, the significant tests were conducted using Bonferroni adjusted alpha levels of .007 (.05/7).
Additionally, we calculated the average evaluation
scores for each possible value of the two factors: presentation style (bar chart and table), and display of user preferences (yes and no). Using these continuous and correlated
evaluation scores, we then perform a repeated measures
MANCOVA, to assess the simultaneous effect of presentation styles and display of user preferences on explanations
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perception, as well as the influence of user characteristics
on it. Subsequent ANCOVA analyses were performed to test
main effects of IVs and covariates, as well as the effect of
interactions between them.
Usefulness of explanations components: We performed
a series of ordinal logistic regressions to test influence on
scores of usefulness of components – DVs (bar chart, table,
others’ opinion view, own preferences view, information
source) by predictor variables, in this case the user characteristics (rational and intuitive decision-make style, social awareness and visualization familiarity), which were
tested a priori to verify there was no violation of the assumption of no multicollinearity. Q-Q plots of residuals
were also checked to validate the adequacy of the analysis.
DVs were initially rated using a 5-likert scale, but additionally we grouped answers as Yes (agree and strongly
agree that element is helpful), and No / Neutral (disagree,
strongly disagree and neutral that element is helpful) for
subsequent analysis. We then calculated the percentages
of Yes and No/Neutral responses regarding the different
explanation components, and performed a binomial test,
to check whether the proportions of Yes and No/Neutral
answers were different from a proportion that assumes
that the percentages are equal (50 % of Yes and 50 % of
No/Neutral).
Finally, we used a Wilcoxon rank t-test to compare the
average responses of the perception of usefulness of a view
of others’ opinion with that of a view of their own preferences, as well as the average responses of perceived usefulness of tables compared to bar charts in explanations.

5.2 Results
Evaluation and User Characteristics Scores
We observed only small differences between table and bar
chart explanations, and between explanations including
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or not user preferences, in regard to most of the specific
aspects of explanations evaluated, with the exception of
easiness to understand. As discussed in detail below, explanations without display of user preferences were perceived easier to understand, this difference being statistically significant. The average evaluation scores by presentation style and display of user preferences are shown in
Table 2.
In regard to user characteristics scores, we observed
similar distributions of such scores: a skewed right distribution of rational decision making-style and social awareness scores, not being that the case for the intuitive
decision-making style and visual familiarity. Distributions
of the scores of rational (M = 4.34, SD = 0.7) and intuitive (M = 2.13, SD = 0.83) decision making styles, social
awareness (M = 3.55, SD = 0.53) and visualization familiarity (M = 2.82, SD = 1.17) are depicted in Figure 3a. Additionally, we observed a main effect of some of these user
characteristics on the perception of specific aspects of explanations, as well as interaction effects involving these
variables. Such findings are described below.
Perception of Explanations
Presentation style and display of user preferences: We
found no main significant effect of the combination of
these factors after Bonferroni correction.
Display of user preferences: We found a multivariate
effect of display of user preferences, F(7,28) = 2.41, p = .046.
Univariate tests revealed a main effect of display of user
preferences on explanation easiness to understand F(1,34)
= 6.42, p = .016, so that explanations that do not include
information on user preferences are significantly easier to
understand (M=3.76, SD=0.91), compared to those showing
such information (M=4.01, SD=0.72).
Presentation style: No multivariate main effect of presentation style was found.

Table 2: Experiment 2, mean values and standard deviations of perception on explanation aspects, per display style and display of user
preferences (n=35); values reported with a 5-Likert scale; high mean values correspond to a positive perception of explanations aspects.

Variable

Style

1. Expl. Confidence
2. Expl. Transparency
3. Expl. Satisfaction
4. Expl. Persuasiveness
5. Expl. Effectiveness
6. Expl. Efficiency
7. Expl. Easiness to understand

Table
M
3.30
3.50
3.41
3.30
3.33
3.31
3.76

SD
0.92
0.88
1.08
0.92
0.97
1.13
0.92

Bar chart
M
3.33
3.64
3.27
3.29
3.37
3.34
3.84

SD
0.98
0.97
1.05
1.02
0.95
1.09
0.86

User Pref.

Yes
M

SD

M

3.33
3.51
3.24
3.34
3.29
3.21
3.59

0.86
0.88
1.03
0.94
0.93
1.05
0.93

3.30
3.63
3.44
3.24
3.41
3.44
4.01

No

SD
0.96
0.74
0.93
1.06
0.85
0.93
0.72
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Figure 3: Plots Experiment 2. a) Kernel density estimate of user characteristics scores: rational and intuitive decision making styles, social
awareness and visual familiarity. b) Interaction plot for explanation persuasiveness (fitted means of individual scores) between display
of user preferences and rational decision-making style. c) Interaction plot for explanation confidence (fitted means of individual scores)
between presentation style and rational decision-making style. All scores within the range [1,5].

Display of user preferences and rational decisionmaking style: We found a multivariate interaction effect
between these two variables, F(7,27) =, p = .002. Univariate tests revealed the significant interaction effect ot these
variables on: explanation transparency (F(1,33) = 7.79, p =
.009), explanation satisfaction (F(1,33) = 5.62, p = .024),
explanation persuasiveness (F(1,33) = 20.67, p < .001), explanation easiness to understand (F(1,33) = 7.36, p = .011)
and explanation effectiveness (F(1,33) = 5.34, p = .027). For
all these DVs, the same trend was observed: the higher
the reported rational decision-making style, the higher the
scores on the different DVs when the user profile was not
shown, while the opposite trend was observed when it was
shown. An example of this trend is observed in Figure 3b.
Presentation style and rational decision-making style:
We found a multivariate interaction effect between these
two variables, F(7,27) =, p = .006. Univariate tests revealed
the significant interaction effect ot these variables on: explanation confidence (F(1,33) = 14.09, p = .001), explanation satisfaction (F(1,33) = 5.78, p = .022), explanation easiness to understand (F(1,33) = 7.36, p = .011), explanation
effectiveness (F(1,33) = 4.34, p = .045) and explanation efficiency (F(1,33) = 7.15, p = .012). For all these DVs, the
same trend was observed: the higher the reported rational
decision-making style, the higher the scores on the different DVs when the table was provided, while the opposite
trend was observed when the bar chart was shown. An example of this trend is observed in Figure 3c.
Usefulness of Explanation Components
Effect of user characteristics on usefulness.
An increase in intuitive decision-making score was
significantly associated with an increase in the odds of
participants reporting higher values of: usefulness of bar

charts in explanations, with an odds ratio of 3.16 (95 % CI,
1.12 to 9.81), Wald χ2(1) = 4.76, p = .029, and usefulness of
a view of others’ opinions in explanations, with an odds
ratio of 3.21 (95 % CI, 1.11 to 11.19), Wald χ2(1) = 4.69, p =
.030.
An increase in social awareness score was significantly associated with an increase in the odds of participants reporting higher values of: usefulness of information origin in explanations, with an odds ratio of 5.77 (95 %
CI, 1.38 to 27.20), Wald χ2(1) = 5.82, p = .016.
An increase in visualization familiarity score was significantly associated with an increase in the odds of participants reporting higher values of: usefulness of bar charts
in explanations, with an odds ratio of 3.79 (95 % CI, 1.76
to 9.47), Wald χ2(1) = 12.33, p < .001, usefulness of a view
of own comments in explanations, with an odds ratio of
2.54 (95 % CI, 1.35 to 5.14), Wald χ2(1) = 8.62, p = .003, and
usefulness of information origin in explanations, with an
odds ratio of 3.21 (95 % CI, 1.62 to 6.96), Wald χ2(1) = 11.77,
p < .001.
Participants who found components helpful.
We found then that a significant majority found the
information about others’ opinion helpful (χ2(1, N = 35) =
6.40, p = .011), so that both tables (χ2(1, N = 35) = 6.40, p =
.011) and bar charts (χ2(1, N = 35) = 8.75, p = .003), whereas
only a significant minority found the display of user preferences helpful (χ2(1, N = 35) = 6.40, p = .011). On the other
hand, providing details about where the information used
for the recommendation comes seems to be regarded as
helpful by most people, but the difference with the proportion of people that found it non helpful / neutral is not
significant. Proportions are depicted in Figure 4.
Comparison of usefulness scores.
We found that the average usefulness of the components view of others’ opinions and view of own prefer-
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Figure 4: Proportion of participants who found the different explanation components helpful (Y) or non helpful neutral (Neutral/No). * p
<0.5, **p<0.01.

ences are significantly different (W = 0.89, p <.001), with
the display of others’ opinions having a higher mean (M =
3.74, SD = 1.07) than the display of users’ preferences (M =
2.63, SD = 1.29). On the other hand, we found no significant
difference when comparing the mean responses of usefulness of tables (M = 3.60, SD = 1.19), and bar charts (M = 3.71,
SD = 1.20), although bar charts are perceived slightly more
helpful than tables.

6 Discussion
6.1 Effect of Profile Transparency
In regard to our H1, we found no main effect of the display of user preferences on the perception of the system or
its explanations. Although contrary to our expectations,
the lack of a significant influence of disclosing user preferences seems to be somehow in line with the results reported by Tintarev and Masthoff [39], Gedikli et al. [18],
who observed that providing personalized explanations
(in which preferences were presented along with item
properties), while potentially beneficial in terms of satisfaction with the explanations, did not necessarily result
in a better perception of effectiveness (helping the user to
make better decisions). The authors suggested that a possible reason could be a mismatch between the expectation
generated by the explanation and the actual evaluation
after trying the item. In our case, however, this could be
related to how easy it was for the participants to understand the explanations. In particular, we observed that explanations without information on user preferences were
significantly easier to understand compared to those that
included such information. In addition, we observed that
users with less visualization familiarity reported lower
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usefulness scores of the user preference section, suggesting that the proposed presentation of this section still
needs to be improved to benefit users who do not have
sufficient experience with information visualization techniques as well.
Although the display does not have a main effect on
the perception of the system and its explanations, we observed a mediating effect of social awareness, such that
individual differences in this characteristic were reflected
in differences in the perception of the explanation quality. Here, our findings suggest that people who tend to listen more to others tend to perceive better the explanations
that include information about their own profile. On the
other hand, when user preferences are not displayed, the
perception of explanation quality remains pretty much the
same, despite the extent of users’ social awareness. At this
respect, we believe that users with greater abilities to take
into account the opinion of others might appreciate the
chance to see the alignment of their own preferences with
the opinions of others, in an effortless manner, given that
a metric of aspect relevance was placed right next to the
metric of other users’ opinions regarding such aspect.
Additionally, although no significant interaction effect
was found between the rational decision-making style and
the display of user preferences on the perception of the system in general, we found that this interaction had a significant effect on the perception of most of the specific aspects of the explanations. In this case, users who reported
higher scores for rational decision-making style reported
less preference for explanations that provided information
on the user’s profile. In this regard, we believe that more
skeptical users might think that the system hides additional information about the user’s profile that could be
used to generate recommendations, so showing only the
frequencies of the mentions of the user’s aspects may not
be enough to satisfy their curiosity and need for further information.
Overall, while most users reported they found the information about others’ opinions in explanations useful,
the opposite was the case for the information about own
preferences, with only a minority of users reporting they
found this section useful, and reporting comments in this
sense, e. g. “It makes sense that a program would analyse
my past comments to find out about my preference...”, or
“It could be more useful if there was an explanation of how
my preferences are used in the calculation” (the latter by
a user assigned to a non user preferences condition in Experiment 1). While the difficulty in understanding this information seems to play an important role in this regard,
as discussed above, we believe that in the face of a lack of
motivation or “feeling of personal relevance” to perform
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the task, and the need for greater cognitive effort to do so,
the user may simply choose not to attend this section, as
discussed by [7, 41].
Overall, the results suggest that users seemed to be
much more interested in other people’s opinion and their
weight in the recommendation, rather than how these recommendations fit their own preferences. The reasons for
this could be twofold: 1) domain under study is an experience good, where the search for information is characterized by a greater reliance on word-of-mouth [29, 24], and
where users might be interested, for example, in finding
aspects that had a prominent negative opinion, even when
the aspect is not necessarily the most important for them.
2) user models enabled by methods like EFM might not accurately reflect users’ real preferences.
As for the explanatory model chosen as inspiration
for our study, we believe that the user profile obtained
using methods such as the Explicit Factors Model (EFM)
[53], may not fully reflect the true preferences of the user,
as addressing an aspect in a review, other than reflecting
one’s own preference, may be motivated by other factors.
On the one hand, customers report on the aspects they
consider satisfactory or unsatisfactory, but the nature of
these aspects may define the satisfaction report on them,
as discussed by Chowdhary and Prakas [11]: the presence
of some aspects that are taken for granted (cleanliness, for
example) may not lead to customers’ satisfaction, while
their absence leads to dissatisfaction and subsequent reporting. Similarly, motivational factors (e. g., proximity to
the beach) can lead customers to satisfaction, but their absence does not necessarily cause a negative report.
On the other hand, when inspecting the data we aimed
to provide to our participants in the experimental set-up,
we observed that in many cases, users in dataset had fairly
homogeneous frequencies of reporting aspects in their reviews i. e., many of them tend to talk about general aspects (e. g., “room”, “facilities”) in similar proportions.
This makes it difficult, in some cases, to detect compelling
preferences, which can be prominently represented in an
explanation. Thus, we believe that if all aspects have a
very similar assessment of relevance (and thus the bars
or numbers in the chart look almost the same) the preference information in explanations might be perceived as
irrelevant, unnecessary, and even confusing to users. This
seemed to be the case for one of the study participants, assigned to the condition bar chart – user preferences displayed, who reported: “I did not understand the left side
of the graph which was consistent across about the features relevant to me (seems weird and confusing to include
that)”. In this regard, however, further evidence is needed
to confirm that this is actually the case.

6.2 Effect of Presentation Style
In regard to presentation style, we compared users’ perception of explanations consisting of tables or bar charts,
that provided an aggregated view of positive and negative
opinions given by users to every hotel. Here, we did not
find a salient preference of one style over the other. Additionally, despite no significant interaction effect between
visualization familiarity and display style was found, we
observed, in line with our H2, that visualization familiarity might play a role in this perception, since users with
higher scores in relation to this user characteristic, gave
higher usefulness scores to the bar charts as part of the explanations.
Additionally, our results suggest an interaction effect
between rational decision-making style and presentation
style on the perception of explanations,so that users with a
more rational decision-making style reported higher confidence scores for explanations consisting of tables, while
the opposite trend was observed for bar chart explanations. This could be explained by the tendency to seek
more detailed information when making decisions, which
characterizes individuals with a predominantly rational
decision-making style, who may be more interested in
evaluating explicit and accurate numbers (such as those
presented in the table), compared to less rational users,
who may benefit more from representations that allow
faster comparisons (such as the bar chart). In this respect,
according to Spence and Lewandowsky [36], a presentation of data by means of a table may be more beneficial
than the use of a graphical representation, when the objective is the evaluation of exact numbers, and provided that
the number of data points presented remains low (in our
case it is 5, the number of aspects for which information
is provided). The above is also consistent with another of
our findings, in which users with a predominantly intuitive
decision-making style reported significantly higher scores
on the usefulness of bar charts, which seems to be a consequence of the rapid processing of information enabled
by graphical representations.
Overall, and despite the differences in perception between tables and bar charts in terms of user characteristics, most users found the two types of explanatory components to be useful, and although the perception of usefulness of the bar chart is slightly more positive than that
of the table, this difference is not significant, so we can
conclude that both types of presentation are useful to
users.
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6.3 Main Effect of User Characteristics
So far we have discussed how user characteristics mediate the effect of user preferences or display style on the
perception of both the system and its explanations. However, it is important to note that we also observed main
effects of decision-making style and social awareness on
participants’ perception. In particular, we observed that
users with a predominant rational style seemed to perceive
a greater benefit of the explanation in helping them make
faster and better decisions, and as a good means to believe
that the recommender is honest, while more intuitive users
reported a more positive perception on the quality of explanations, i. e. they like it better and found them more relevant. We believe that the reason why more rational users
did not necessarily like our explanations much more could
be the lack of additional and detailed arguments addressing the causes of the positive and negative evaluation by
customers, given their tendency to examine the information in depth when making decisions, while more intuitive
users do not need to go into such detail, and can be satisfied with the aggregate view of opinions we provide in
our proposed design. In fact, we received several observations in this regard: “Written reviews from others could be
helpful. Rather than just the amount of positive or negative opinions, if you could see specificaly (sic) why they
rated the hotel that way it would help personalize your experience even more.”, “I think specific comments and reviews would’ve been helpful in making a final decision. I
prefer to read other users’ comments about their hotel stay
to make a more informed decision”.
Furthermore, our results also suggest that social
awareness seems to play a significant role in the perception of review-based RS, since we found significant main
effects of social awareness on almost all variables evaluated, which seems to be a natural consequence of using users’ opinions as a basis for generating explanations,
which seems to benefit greatly people with a more pronounced tendency to listen to others and take their opinions into account.

6.4 Usefulness of Origin of Information
Finally, with respect to our H3, we found that participants
did not find indications of the origin of the information
significantly more useful, unless user characteristics such
as social awareness were taken into account. In this case,
users who were more willing to consider other opinions
found more useful the explanatory component reporting
the explanations’ source of information (i. e. the reviews
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written by users). In this regard, it is possible that users
with less social awareness, being less interested in others’ opinions, might have been disappointed because of
the expectation that other sources of information would
be taken into account when generating recommendations.
We believe that this mismatch between the user’s conceptual model and the transmitted system’s conceptual [21]
model could have resulted in a lower usefulness score for
this section. However, an alternative explanation could be
that users found that information redundant, which could
be the case for users who felt that the information on the
origin of the information represented in the explanation
was already sufficiently self-explanatory.

6.5 Limitations
An important limitation of our study is the fact that user’s
preferred aspects were fixed and participants were instructed to pretend that those aspects were the ones that
mattered most to them, aiming to give a practical work
around to the cold-start problem in the user study design.
However, we acknowledge that this might interfere with
the real perceived benefit of providing the user preferences
as part of the explanations.
Additionally, we acknowledge that the use of the Amazon Mechanical Turk implies an important challenge in regard to high quality responses. Here, despite our implemented quality control and the bonus offered, further actions might be still evaluated, aiming to encourage users
to genuinely make a decision. In this case, a game strategy could be used, in which users are asked to solve a specific task, for example, to choose the hotel that fits certain
conditions using the information provided in the explanations, and to receive a bonus only if the task is solved successfully.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented the design of argumentative explanations based on reviews, in display styles
that involve visual representations like tabulated data and
bar charts, as well as information about the user preferences. We also addressed the role that individual differences regarding decision making styles, social awareness
and visual familiarity play in such perception. Although
we found no main differences in perception between the
regarded display styles, nor the presence or absence of
user preferences in explanations, we found that, when
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taking into account user characteristics, i. e. social awareness, rational or intuitive decision making style, we are
able to do detect differences in explanations’ perception
between users.
Given the variability of perception of explanatory components when taking into account user characteristics,
and given the difficulties (even impossibility) posed by a
request or automatic inference of them, we suggest explanation designers to consider a more flexible approach, that
allow users to interactively request for different presentation styles and explanatory components whenever it is
needed. For example, the system could offer an initial view
of explanatory information using a chart, and provide an
option to visualize the same data as explicit numbers in a
table, or within verbal sentences, to ensure that users who
require more support to interpret the explanations have
the opportunity to do so.
As part of our future work, and in order to mitigate our
limitation regarding the use of real user preferences, we
plan to provide a mechanism that allows participants to
read explanations that fit better to their real preferences,
e. g. to request participants preferences and calculate similarity with users within the dataset, so that we obtain the
most similar user in terms of preferences, and use them as
a proxy to calculate rating predictions.
Furthermore, we plan to work on and test improvements of the explanatory component of user profile, in order to rule out the difficulty of understanding this type of
information as the main cause of its lack of usefulness, so
that we can further explore the convenience of using reviews as the primary source for modeling user preferences
in review-based explanatory methods.
Funding: German Research Foundation (DFG), Grant
Number: GRK 2167, Research Training Group “UserCentred Social Media”.
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